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Featherlite is one of the leading furniture manufacturing organisation providing complete office 
furniture solutions for all segments of market through its strong base of direct and franchisee offices 
present across 66 locations in India. 
Featherlite’s core expertise lies in manufacturing extremely innovative and cost effective customised 
office furniture such as modular work stations, chairs, partitions, desks, conference tables, educational, 
laboratory, retail furniture and fixtures.
Executing mega and multi location projects without compromising on requirements of the customers. 
The company manufactures more than 30,000 chairs and 10,000 workstations in a month. 
Operating from factory space spanning more than 3 lakh sq. feet, the company has over 10,000 
esteemed customers pan India including giants like Cognizant, Mercedes, Hindustan Unilever, 
Caterpillar etc. 

WORK
BETTER



COLLABORATE For collaboration to cultivate creativity and progress, teams require versatile spaces that are more appealing and conducive to developing 
their work.  Designed for users that need a balance between privacy and collaboration, the L-shaped arrangement of Collaborate provides 
users with individual spaces that are ideal for working in groups. Teams have instant access to the richest resource available in the office- 
each other.  Workstations are customisable to fit in with the requirements, atmosphere and ethos of each user’s workspace.

Collaborate Linear



Collaborate blends elegant design with functionality. The multi-faceted tubes give it a sharp, clean and angular look. It is designed to look 
beautiful and work perfectly, so even the simplest tasks are more engaging.
Collaborate takes engineering right to the edge. German precision tools are used to specially roll-form the tubes, and high pressure, die 
cast aluminium is used to form the joints. The result a beautiful, minimalist product with unparalleled levels of strength and stability.

Collaborate L

Collaborate L



Collaborate L

Collaborate Cabin

Collaborate Meeting

Collaborate Discussion



DXC
Installed 3,035 Workstations (Collaborate Loop Leg) and 3,800 Chairs

Microsoft
Installed 3,030 Workstations and 4020 Chairs 

Automation Anywhere
Installed 168 Workstations



SWITCH Switch workstations are designed to address the evolving workspace requirements across private and open-plan office environments. 
Designed to aesthetically appeal while providing optimal efficiency through its compatibility and configurations, the Switch workstations 
are the here to cater to the ever evolving work space requirements.



A wide range of applications, accessories and finishes creates an expressive visual language. It harmonizes effortlessly with other 
furnishings to create enriching spaces. Parametric sizing tailored to precision ensures space efficiency and utility.
The inspiration for the Switch series has been derived from the dramatically changing modern workspace requirements. The design 
enables smooth workflow while balancing the need for ear marked zones for different work modes and to make space for personal work.



Stealth by Featherlite is a refreshing radicle and rejuvenated Height Adjustable Table where form and function converge to give your 
office a complete new makeover, something which the office Industry has not seen, yet. 



SILVER WINNER OF We designed the Stealth to be completely up-scalable. The same design of the table comes with the 
height adjustable feature and also a fixed workstation table, giving you the flexibility of adding the height 
adjustable mechanism and upgrade the non height adjustable table, whenever needed. This is done without 
any disruption of work in a working office. This ingenious design is an interior architects dream come true. 
Gone are the days where the HAT table looked completely different from the regular workstations. 



HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE



Height Adjustable Sharing

Height Adjustable Manual





McKinsey
Installed 160 Workstations

Otis / Microsoft
Installed 318 Workstations

LinkedIn
Installed 602 Workstations



PERFORM In a modern workplace, teamwork is key. In an environment where creativity and productivity work hand 
in hand, each employee needs a space that offers a balance between privacy and collaboration, efficiency 
and versatility. Featherlite offers ergonomic workstations that are designed to fulfil a client’s specific 
needs.

Perform 120



Perform Linear

Featherlite’s Perform series offers contemporary, open space office systems where creative ideas are 
brought to life. Built for clients who value the voice and contribution of each employee, these open office 
desk systems promote interaction and collaboration in the workplace.

Perform L



Perform Cabin

Perform Meeting

Perform Discussion



Power School
Installed 525 Workstations

Reliance Jio
Installed 3,035 Workstations

PWC
Installed 850 Workstations



SYNERGY Specially designed to fit in with the requirements, as well as the ethos of every user’s workspace. At large, this workstation presents 
innovative, new ideas to maximize the use of working space while developing a well - organized, versatile, welcoming and open workplace. 
‘Synergy’ workstations offers a professional and good-looking, uniform working space with a massive number of users. It maintains the 
desired level of productivity, despite the size of the workforce. It allows versatility and flexibility, can also accommodate different numbers 
of desks of any size.

Synergy 120



Synergy Linear

 ‘Synergy’ simply redefines the modern workplace design. A wide array of screens are available, giving 
businesses an opportunity to choose which best suits their employees’ unique needs. Fabric-magnetic 
screens and plain fabric screens can be used as notice boards, whiteboards or glass boards; perfect for 
note-taking. Of course, do not forget to choose your favorite Colour

Synergy L



Synergy Cabin

Synergy Meeting

Synergy Discussion



Samsung
Installed 2,185 Workstations (Collaborate Loop Leg) and 2,500 Chairs

OTIS
Installed 318 Workstations 

Qentelli
Installed 1,040 Workstations



ENRICH



Enrich Cabin

Enrich Meeting

Enrich Discussion





NEO
Neo Fusion

A high quality, versatile,  tile based office system that is designed to deliver high levels of productivity. Neo workstations provide employees 
adequately private individual spaces with modern, customisable aesthetics.
Neo brings together elements of simplicity and functionality to generate a positive and creative workspace. The office space can be 
configured, as required, to incorporate open or semi-private areas that foster dialogues.

Neo

Neo Slim



AMD
Installed 315 Workstations

Siemens
Installed 3,100 Workstations 

Arris
Installed 4,800 Workstations



Mindtree
Installed 1,040 Workstations

Qualcom
Installed 2,940 Workstations

Arris
Installed 348  Workstations  and 788 Chairs



COLOURS Colours’ workstations are designed to address the evolving workspace requirements in today’s private and 
open-plan office environments and it adapts perfectly because of the visual appeal and the compatibility 
of configurations. They are designed to add vibrancy in the work place. 

Colours 120



Colours Linear

‘Colours’ workstations are a straightforward, hassle-free solution, accommodating everything from 
assembly to design work with an array of configurations.
‘Colours’ are Tailor-made specifically to the requirements which would provide the stimulating 
environment which the employees would love to come to, and have a comfortable experience.

Colours Agile



Colours Cabin

Colours Meeting

Colours Discussion



Mercedes Benz
Installed 4,128 Workstations and 4,501 Chairs

XL Health
Installed 1,020 Workstations and 1,266 Chairs

WS Audiology
Installed 1,040 Workstations



FLOAT Float redefines modern design in the workplace. With smooth anodised aluminium that blends seamlessly 
into steel, wood and high strength polycarbonate, it is one continuous structure where form and function 
combine to work perfectly.

Connect Linear



Connect L

Meticulously engineered, but dramatically simple. Using high pressure aluminium die-casting and 
weldless technology, Float pushes the edge of design and engineering.

Connect L



Connect Cabin

Connect Meeting

Connect Discussion



Huron
Installed 3,035 Workstations (Collaborate Loop Leg) and 3,800 Chairs

Airbus
Installed 235 Workstations 

McFadyen
Installed 1,040 Workstations



Screen Options
Aluminium Base
Options: Fabric/ Fabric 
magnetic/ Glass

Studs
Options: Fabric/ Fabric 
magnetic/ Glass

^ ^
^^

^ ^
^^

(Combination of any two)

30mm Aluminium
Partition Screen
Options: Fabric/ Fabric
magnetic/ Glass/
White Board

18mm Screen
Options: Fabric/ Fabric 
magnetic/ Soft board

Removable Privacy Screen Removable Acrylic Privacy Screen 

Backpack Hanger
For increased convenience

Add-on Side Panel
For improved privacy on passage side

Individual Socket
Suitable for discussion tables and laptop 
use

Passage Side Privacy Screen

Paper Tray Pen Holder Stationery Tray Name Plate

Screen Accessories
Fitted on an optional accessory rail

Add-Ons

^ ^

^ ^ ^

^

^ ^ ^ ^

^ ^

^ ^ ^

^

^ ^ ^ ^

Customisation Specificaions
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Cabin and Conference Tables

Curvilinear Table Top Profiles

Profile A Profile B Profile C

120 Degree Table Top Profile

CPU TrolleySuspended CPU Stand Keyboard TrayMonitor Arm
a. single b. double
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Sliding Storage

Storage Units- For projects

Openable Storages

Cabin DeskConference Table Discussion Table

Width for all storage units= 750/ 900

Pedestal Units

Size
W = 400
D = 450
H = 640

2D+1F 3D with cushion2D

In view of continuous development and improvement, the dimensions and specifications may be changed without prior notice or obligations. all the dimensions are in mm. Accessories shown in the photograph
are not part of the standard product.  Colour options depicted in this catalogue are as close as possible to what modern printing processes allow.
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Technical Specificaions



The “State of the Art” manufacturing unit located at Hejjala, 20km from Bangalore has a rooftop area 
of 70,000 sq. ft. The Company has utilized every available roof space including canteen, two wheeler 
stand, car parking roof and canopies besides the main manufacturing unit in order to maximize the 
power generation.

A total number of 3,000 solar panels each generating 320Wp of power per day and 16 string invertors 
support the power generation and transmission to  Power Receiving Yard. The system has been 
integrated with state power supply board  and surplus power generated is fed into the grid. The 
system will produce 1.5 million units per annum of which 0.5 million units will be fed into the grid 
lighting scores of house holds.



Wood from 3rd party certified for
environmentally and socially
responsible forestry management.

© Featherlite Office Systems Pvt. Ltd. Patent Design Nos. 277283, 277287, 277282, 286901

FEATHERLITE OFFICE SYSTEMS (P) LTD.
16/A, Millers Road, Vasanthnagar, Bangalore - 560 052.

CUSTOMER CARE
080 4719 1010

sales@featherlitefurniture.com 
www.featherlitefurniture.com

Present in 66 locations
across India, also in Nepal, Sri Lanka, and U.A.E.

ONLINE STORE

STORE LOCATOR


